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Interactive Search vs. Automatic Search: An Extensive Study
on Video Retrieval
PHUONG-ANH NGUYEN and CHONG-WAH NGO, City University of Hong Kong, China
This article conducts user evaluation to study the performance difference between interactive and automatic
search. Particularly, the study aims to provide empirical insights of how the performance landscape of video
search changes, with tens of thousands of concept detectors freely available to exploit for query formulation. We compare three types of search modes: free-to-play (i.e., search from scratch), non-free-to-play (i.e.,
search by inspecting results provided by automatic search), and automatic search including concept-free and
concept-based retrieval paradigms. The study involves a total of 40 participants; each performs interactive
search over 15 queries of various difficulty levels using two search modes on the IACC.3 dataset provided by
TRECVid organizers. The study suggests that the performance of automatic search is still far behind interactive search. Furthermore, providing users with the result of automatic search for exploration does not show
obvious advantage over asking users to search from scratch. The study also analyzes user behavior to reveal
insights of how users compose queries, browse results, and discover new query terms for search, which can
serve as guideline for future research of both interactive and automatic search.
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1 INTRODUCTION
With the massive growth of online video archives, machine-driven tagging is required to enhance
the accessibility of video data. The tags supposedly play a role in narrowing the gap between
the low-level pixel information and high-level semantics [60]. There have been intensive research
efforts dedicated to conquer the semantic gap [21, 22, 25], such as development of large concept
banks, since the initiative of LSCOM [44]. The spirit is to annotate video content with concepts or
visual words such that multimedia search can be as simple as keyword search. It is argued in [22]
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that the performance of domain-specific video search can be compatible with text search by using
large concept banks of approximately 5,000 words.
The size of concept banks has grown from just around 400 [44] to tens of thousands [57] now.
The publicly available concept banks include LSCOM [44], Research collection [64], UCF [63],
TRECVID SIN Task [73], Sport1M [27], MSCOCO [31], ImageNet [57], ActivityNet [24], Kinetics
[28], MIT Places [74], FCVID [26], and OpenImage [10]. These banks offer a variety of visual
concepts ranging from object and scene to activity. Despite the rapid expansion, the utility of
these concepts for video search remains not fully explored in the open vocabulary scenario. In the
literature, there are two major benchmarking activities for video search: ad hoc video search
(AVS) organized by TRECVid [4] and video browser showdown (VBS) [58]. AVS focuses mainly
on fully automatic search, while VBS focuses on interactive search with humans in the retrieval
loop. In both activities, query-by-concept is the mainstream method for semantic search [2, 3, 5,
6, 14, 36, 37, 55].
This article presents a study on the utility of concepts in interactive search. Particularly, we
would like to provide empirical insights on three research questions. First, despite tens of thousands of concepts being available today, it remains unclear whether the performance of fully automatic search can match interactive search. The key issue in automatic search is to make sense
of the information need and automatically formulate a query for search. In interactive search,
query formulation is assumed to be the responsibility of users. There is no research yet studying
whether query formulation by automatic concept selection and combination is practically useful when a searcher can easily select concepts to compose a query. Second, the result of automatic
search, intuitively, provides a good initial condition for search. For example, a searcher can browse
through the result to rapidly identify relevant videos. While being intuitive, there is no study to
show the extent to which leveraging automatic search can improve the effectiveness of interactive
search. Third, different from automatic search, a searcher can interactively formulate a query in a
trial-and-error fashion. The search time is interleaved between querying and browsing the search
result, as opposed to one round of retrieval in automatic search. User behavior, including how the
query is modified in response to the search result, plays a key role. However, there is no rigorous
research studying the impact of user search behavior on retrieval effectiveness.
To address the three research questions, this article presents a user study to investigate the way
that a searcher formulates a query through concepts and visual examples. The user behavior and
the search result are analyzed to provide empirical insights to these questions. Comparison is made
against three typical automatic search systems benchmarked in TRECVid AVS: concept based [46,
67], concept-free [30], and a hybrid approach [59]. In the user study, given the information need
in the text, the searcher either formulates a query and browses results or interacts with the results
provided by automatic search to identify relevant video segments. The interactive search system
being used supports query-by-concept and query-by-example search, with browsing functionality
at different levels of video granularity. The system has been benchmarked in VBS, achieving top
performance in ad hoc search [38] and known-item search [47].
The main contribution of this article is provision of empirical insights to contrast the performance difference in automatic and interactive search from the user perspective. The insights give
a clue to whether the progress in automatic search can make changes to interactive search, when
there are tens of thousands of concepts for users to compose queries. The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 presents the setup of the
user study, including the system interface and dataset. Section 4 presents experimental results and
findings to answer the three research questions. Finally, Section 5 concludes this article.
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2 RELATED WORKS
Concept-based video search is an active research area in multimedia [60]. The basic idea is to
match a given text query with the concepts indexed in a search system. As concepts are linked
to video segments with data structures such as inverted file indexes [7], segments annotated with
the concepts can be retrieved and ranked. The main research issues along this idea are the out-ofvocabulary (OOV) problem [21, 22], query expansion [13, 15, 45], weighting, and combination of
selected concepts as a query [32, 69].
The OOV problem is addressed by ontology matching, where the distance between two words
can be measured based on their distance in the hierarchy of WordNet [62, 70]. The more recent
approaches are based on word embedding (e.g., word2vec [42]), by projecting concepts to highdimensional space for similarity measure [19, 59, 67]. Prevention of query drifting in concept selection is also studied in [12]. As the user query tends to be brief and vague, search could be effective
by expanding the query with contextually relevant terms. Such efforts include statistical mining
of query co-occurrence terms from search engines and Wikipedia for query expansion [16, 66].
The selected concepts should not be treated equally in query answering. The existing approaches
mostly assign weights to concepts based on their similarity to query terms [40, 46, 59, 67]. Finally,
the query is expressed as either a combination of concepts with Boolean operators [68] or weighted
linear sum [19, 40, 46, 50, 59, 67] for retrieval.
The performance of concept-based search has been surpassed by concept-free approaches recently in the benchmarking of AVS [2, 3]. Concept-free search does not explicitly manipulate concepts for query formulation. The spirit is to learn a joint embedding space between visual and
text [18, 20, 30]. In this way, multi-modality features can be projected into the joint space as highdimensional vectors for similarity measure. The joint space can be the video feature space in the
cases of W2VV [18] or W2VV++ [30], and a deep neural network architecture is designed to predict a visual feature representation from textual input. From a different perspective, VideoStory
[20] learns to predict a binary term vector from the video features, in which the binary term vector can be generated from the video description for training. Despite demonstrating impressive
performance, the search result is not explainable because the query is formulated implicitly in the
black-box manner. As a result, the applicability of concept-free approaches for interactive search
is questionable.
Interactive video search involves the user in a repeating routine of trial-and-error, which includes query updating and result browsing and assessing. Research in interactive search has started
since the early day of VideOlympics [61]. Recently, efforts have been devoted to sketch-based query
[11, 33, 35, 47, 52], query formulation for concept-based search [34, 47, 54], query-by-example [34,
48], search result visualization and browsing interface [9, 48], and relevance feedback [38]. In these
modules, text-based query plays the critical role in solving both ad hoc and known-item-search
tasks. However, as reported in [55], users often need to formulate multiple rounds of query due to
limited performance of automatic search. Searching becomes a back-and-forth struggle between
querying and browsing to explore the result and refine the query. These interactive search systems
are complex, with the integration of different modules, and the thorough performance evaluation
normally requires a demanding user study.
3

THE USER STUDY SETTINGS

3.1 Querying and Searching
The interactive system is composed of two main search functions: query-by-concept and queryby-example. The former provides a pre-defined set of words (or concepts) that users can explore
to formulate a query. The latter allows users to pick a video segment from the dataset as a query
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example. Note that query-by-concept is a typical cross-modal search, where the query is a list of
concepts to be matched against the semantics of videos. In contrast, query-by-example belongs to
content-based search, by directly extracting features from a visual query for searching.
• Query -by-concept. The basic idea is to index video content with semantics. The unit of indexing is the video segment, where a segment is represented by a master key-frame for display and a series of uniformly sampled key-frames for content processing (see Section 3.3).
The semantics of a segment is represented as a list of concepts. The main issue to consider
is that the vocabulary should be large enough to cover as many concepts as possible to
match query words. To this end, the system includes a total of 14,036 concepts, covering
mostly objects and scenes. The distribution of concepts are 12,988 concepts from ImageNet
Shuffle [41], 205 concepts from MIT Places [74], 346 concepts from TRECVID SIN Task
[73], and 497 concepts from Research collection [64]. Indexing is carried out by annotation of concepts in videos, using various deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs)
trained on each concept bank [39]. Due to imperfect classification, concepts with insignificant classification (or probability) scores are trimmed from indexing. Basically only a sparse
list of concepts and their classification scores are kept for a key-frame. A video feature is
then generated by max pooling of concepts over the key-frames. In the system, the average number of concepts per segment is approximately 15. Using the annotated concepts,
key-frames are indexed with an inverted file for real-time search. Retrieval is carried out by
matching common concepts between query and video segments. Boolean combination of
concepts using AND, OR, and NOT operators is allowed in the system. Denote a query of
n concepts as C = {c 1 , . . . , c n }. The list of matched concepts in a video segment is denoted
as S = {s 1 , . . . , sn }, where si is a numerical value representing the probability of c i in the
segment. Depending on the operators being applied, the similarity score of a video segment
is as follows:
n

S ( AN D , C) =
(si + α )
i=1




n

S ( OR , C) = max (si )
i=1

S (  NOT , C) = −

n


(si + α ),

i=1

where α is a boosting factor for AND and NOT operators. The formulas are similar to [68]
except that boosting factor is not used. Note that the classification scores of different DCNNs are not directly comparable and score normalization remains an open problem [1, 17].
In practice, the classification score produced by a DCNN tends to be inversely proportional
to the number of concepts. As a consequence, directly summing up classification scores will
overlook the importance of concepts with lower scores. To address this issue, our solution
is to boost the score of a matched concept by α, such that preference is given to video segments that match more query words. The boosting factor is empirically set as α = 1. In this
way, a video segment with n matching concepts will receive a bonus of n × α scores. Note
that the concepts can be combined using more than one operator with two levels of precedence. In this case, the similarity score is aggregated over different Boolean expressions. An
illustration is given in Figure 1.
• Query -by-example. During interactive search, users may encounter relevant or near-miss
video examples to a query. These examples can be leveraged as a query to retrieve visually
similar video segments. Different from query-by-concept, the visual feature is represented
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Fig. 1. System interface for user study. The example shows that the user formulates a query by combining
five concepts as airplane AND (sky OR airplane flying) AND (NOT missile) AND (NOT aquarium).

by the pool-5 feature map extracted from ResNet-50 [23] pre-trained on ImageNet1000.
Specifically, global average pooling is applied on the feature map to form a vector of 2,048
dimensions for a key-frame. The similarity between two key-frames is measured by the L2
metric. To support real-time search, the k nearest neighbors of a key-frame are indexed,
where k = 1,000.
3.2 Interface
The interface follows a traditional design that has been used by most of the modern video search
systems [8, 29, 34, 43, 51, 53, 56, 65]. The window is divided into two groups of panels for query
formulation and result display, as shown in Figure 1. On the right is the query formulation group,
occupying 20% of screen width. The result display group mainly stays on the left-hand side with
the key-frame listed showing the rank list of retrieved videos.
• Query formulation. With reference to Figure 1, the interface is composed of three panels:
query information, functional buttons, and concept search. During the evaluation, the query
information need, which is a text describing target video segments, is first displayed. The
timing starts when the user clicks the “Start new” button. The timing information is displayed throughout the entire search. A user can formulate a query by typing words in the
search bar on top of the concept search panel and then select the list of matched concepts
(see Figure 2 for illustration). To speed up the process, a drop-down menu is supported,
such that concepts are prompted even before typing is completed. A user can further pick
from the list of concepts recommended by the system. The recommendation is based on
statistics compiled from the top 1,000 retrieved items. Specifically, the appearance frequencies of concepts are sorted in descending order and then recommended to the user. The list
changes dynamically whenever the user issues a search based on the current formulated
query. Basically, the recommended list aims to provide frequent concepts that the user can
opt to include or exclude from the query formulation. The selected concepts can be combined with Boolean operators listed below the search bar. Query-by-example is supported
in a separate pop-up window by selecting a key-frame from the result display group and
clicking the “Similar” button.
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Fig. 2. Interface for query-by-concept. Users can either type and pick a concept from a drop-down list or
select from the recommended list. Multiple concepts can be combined as an expression with a Boolean
operator. The final query is a concatenation of expressions by implicit AND operator.

• Result display. The interface has three panels showing search results in different context
levels.
—The rank list view. This panel shows a grid size of 8 × 125 for displaying key-frames of the
top 1,000 retrieved items. The rank list is sorted from left to right and then top to bottom.
The system offers two display modes: full and compact. A key-frame represents either a
video segment in the full mode or the entire video in the compact mode. For the latter, a
video is scored by max pooling over the similarity scores of all segments. When the mouse
hovers over a key-frame, a list of other high-scoring key-frames will pop up. There are
pros and cons between full and compact modes. In the full mode, the segments of a video
can scatter over different positions of a rank list. Users might repeatedly watch the same
video during searching. The compact mode does not display the same video twice and
hence can host more videos on the panel. Mouse hovering, however, is required to inspect
the full list of relevant key-frames in a video.
— The temporal context view. When a key-frame is selected in the rank list view panel, this
panel temporally displays the full list of key-frames in that video. The temporal order is
from left to right and then top to bottom, with 10 key-frames being displayed per row. The
relevant key-frames are highlighted with green bounding boxes for ease of navigation.
As segments in a video are usually correlated, the display helps users to quickly locate
the relevant key-frames beyond which are retrieved by the system.
— The video player. When the user clicks on a key-frame in the rank list view or the temporal
context view, the video player immediately loads the corresponding video segment and
stays ready to be played. Users can optionally watch the selected video segment using
buttons on the video player.
• Result submission. The video segments identified by the user can be submitted on-the-fly
by mouse clicking the key-frames displayed on the view panels or pop-up window. Batch
submission of results is also supported, where users can cache the selected segments for
one-off submission.
3.3 The Dataset
In this study, we use the IACC.3 dataset [49], which has been used in TRECVID-AVS and VBS from
2016 to 2018. This is an Internet Archive video dataset, containing around 600 hours of videos. In
total there are 4,953 videos, and each has a duration that varies from 6.5 to 9.5 minutes. These
videos include a variety of contents, e.g., TV news, advertisements, video blogs, sports, art performances, and animations. The dataset also provides 335,944 shots or segments, along with a master
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Fig. 3. The sorted median xinfAPs of AVS 2017 queries calculated based on 33 submissions. The queries are
sorted in the order of decreasing median xinfAP of all submissions. The selected queries are marked in blue
boxes.
Table 1. The Selected Queries from Figure 3
Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

ID
537
532
551
540
533
550
557
542
531
544
536
539
534
555
546

Query
Find shots of one or more people swimming in a swimming pool
Find shots of one or more people driving snowmobiles in the snow
Find shots of a person riding a horse including horse-drawn carts
Find shots of vegetables and/or fruits
Find shots of a man sitting down on a couch in a room
Find shots of a map indoors
Find shots of person holding, throwing or playing with a balloon
Find shots of at least two planes both visible
Find shots of one or more people eating food at a table indoors
Find shots of a child or group of children dancing
Find shots of children playing in a playground
Find shots of an adult person running in a city street
Find shots of a person talking behind a podium wearing a suit outdoors during daytime
Find shots of a person holding or opening a briefcase
Find shots of a male person falling down

key-frame for each shot. In the evaluation, we use the same set of segments for retrieval and display
the master key-frames of relevant segments for browsing.
As the length of video segments varies, indexing them using only master key-frames may overlook visual content. For video pre-processing, key-frames are uniformly sampled at the rate of one
frame per 2 seconds. These key-frames are automatically annotated with concepts for query-byconcept search as presented in Section 3.1. On the other hand, only master key-frames are indexed
for query-by-example search. This is simply because each segment is displayed with a master
key-frame.
3.4

The Queries

The dataset also comes with a set of query information. We sample 15 queries from the set provided
by TRECVid in the year 2017. There are a total of 30 queries on that year and we sort them in
descending order of query difficulty as shown in Figure 3. The difficulty is defined based upon the
median of extended inferred average precision (xinfMAP) [72] of 33 submissions contributed
by different participants [5]. As shown in Figure 3, the sorted list forms 15 pairs of adjacent queries
and we randomly pick one query from every pair. Table 1 lists the selected 15 queries for user
studies. These queries cover human, scene, object, and their interaction.
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3.5 The Users
Among the volunteers who are willing to participate in the user study, we select 20 males and 20
females. The participants come from different study backgrounds and have experience in using
computer software. The age range is between 20 and 30 years old. The participants are trained
with a tutorial video of 15 minutes. A trial run is also arranged to familiarize them with the functionalities provided by the system.
3.6 The Interactive Runs
We design two different types of run for the interactive search: free-to-play and non-free-to-play.
The design is to contrast the performances in the scenarios when query formulation is manual (i.e.,
free) or automated (i.e., non-free). In the latter scenario, the initial result is provided by automatic
search. Users submit the relevant segments by manual inspection of the result.
In the free-to-play run, users interact with the interface by concept or example search for query
formulation. Users provide feedback by iteratively refining a query based on the search result.
Relevant segments are picked and submitted through browsing of a search list. The search results
are presented in full mode. The time limit for a query is 6 minutes.
In the non-free-to-play run, users interact with a rank list of retrieved items provided by the best
automatic submission [59], which attains the top performance in TRECVid 2017. Compared to the
free-to-play run, there is only one round of search results. To be fair, the result is displayed in the
compact mode such that users can browse through as many videos as possible to submit relevant
segments. Compact mode is particularly useful in the case when the provided search result is not
satisfactory. As query formulation is not required, the time limit is 5 minutes per query.
In the user study, a participant answers 15 queries in ascending order of difficulty. The runs
are alternated between free-to-play and non-free-to-play for adjacent queries. In other words, if a
participant answers a query with free-to-play, the subsequent query will be answered with nonfree-to-play and vice versa. The design makes sure that each query is answered by 40 users with
half of them for each type of runs. The participants are allowed to take a break as long as they like
between two queries. Most of the participants complete all 15 queries within 2 hours. Incentive is
provided by rewarding the top three performing participants. Throughout the study, all the user
activities on the system are logged for analysis.
3.7

The Automatic and Semi-automatic Runs

We compare interactive search with three automatic runs and one semi-automatic run: Vireo [46],
MedialMill [59], W2VV++ [18], and Waseda Meisei [67]. The first and third runs employ conceptbased and concept-free methodology, respectively. Specifically, the concept-based approach
relies on concepts only to answer queries, while the concept-free approach learns the joint embedding between visual and text for query answering. The second run is a fusion of concept-free
and concept-based approaches.
The run of Vireo uses exactly the same set of concepts as the query-by-concept search in the
system. Query information is parsed into tokens (e.g., word and phrase) and then ontologically
matched with concepts. A selected concept is weighted based on the degree of match as well as
the word specificity as defined in WordNet. A query is formulated as a weighted combination of
concepts [39]. Vireo is a baseline to benchmark against the difference between the automatic and the
interactive free-to-play run.
The run of MediaMill achieves the top performance in the benchmark of TRECVid 2017 for fully
automatic runs. Note that this run also provides search results for non-free-to-play. In this run, the
retrieval results of two separate semantic representation models are fused, including VideoStory
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and ImageNet Shuffle. VideoStory [20] learns the video representation using an embedding between video features and term vectors. In the training phase, the web video features are extracted
using ResNeXt [71], and their descriptions are used to generate the binary term vectors. The representation is learned by utilizing the correlations between the words with an objective function
balancing descriptiveness and predictability. For testing, all the videos are represented by their
term vectors using the pre-trained embedding. The query representation is generated by matching the word2vec [42] mapping of its words with the unique words in the VideoStory dictionary.
The ranking is obtained by measuring the cosine similarity between the video representations
and the query representation. The second representation model is the concept detection scores
obtained from ResNet, which is trained with ImageNet Shuffle. The matching between the query
and concepts is done by matching the word2vec mapping of the words. It is worth mentioning that
the query is pre-processed with a fixed query plan based on part-of-speech tagging of the query
[59]. MediaMill is a baseline to evaluate the advantage of the interactive non-free-to-play run.
The W2VV++ run is a recently proposed approach that reports the state-of-the-art performance.
The W2VV++ model [30] is an improved version from its origin Word2VisualVec (W2VV in short)
[18]. The W2VV model is a deep neural network that transforms a sentence into a visual feature
vector. The transformation is based on multi-scale sentence factorization and a multi-layer perceptron. W2VV++ employs a better sentence-transforming strategy and an improved triplet ranking
loss comparing to its predecessor. In this setting, the W2VV++ model is trained on MSR-VTT and
TGIF, which are two common datasets to evaluate the Video-to-Text task. The visual feature vector is extracted by ResNet-152 trained with the full ImageNet dataset. The validation is done on
the training set of the Video-to-Text task in TRECVid 2016 [6]. W2VV++ is a run to contrast the
performance gap between the best automatic run and an interactive run with user-in-the-loop (i.e.,
free-to-play).
The run of Waseda_Meisei [67] achieves the top performance in the benchmark of TRECVid
2017 for semi-automatic query formulation. The team builds up a huge concept bank with more
than 50,000 of concepts. The concept detection scores are generated from different models including CNN and SVMs pre-trained with different datasets. The training datasets include TRECVID346
(TRECVID SIN Task), FCVID239, UCF101, Places205 (MIT Places), Places365 (MIT Places), Hybrid1183, ImageNet1000, ImageNet4000, ImageNet4437, ImageNet8201, ImageNet12988 (ImageNet
Shuffle), and ImageNet21841. Given a query, the visually descriptive keywords are manually selected. The matching of these words and the concepts is done first by exact word matching, then by
similarity of the word2vec vectors. The score of each video segment is the product of the weighted
scores of the selected concepts. Waseda is a run to evaluate the performance changes from a fully
automatic run to a semi-automatic run and from a semi-automatic run to an interactive run.
4 RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This section begins with a comparison between automatic search and interactive search. Next, the
ways that users formulate and refine queries are discussed. Finally, empirical insights about the
effectiveness of different search and browsing modules are detailed.
4.1

Interactive Search versus Automatic Search

Figure 4 shows the average number of submissions per query over 40 participants. The distribution
indicates that the number of submissions is somewhat correlated to query difficulty as well as the
number of ground-truth relevant segments, which is not a surprising fact. Query difficulty is also
related to complexity of information need. In free-to-play, for example, query 532 involves four entities (“people,” “driving,” “snowmobile,” and “snow”) versus query 531, which involves five entities
(“people,” “eating,” “food,” “table,” and “indoors”). Query 532 has over 100 submissions more than
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Fig. 4. The average number of submissions per query for interactive runs.
Table 2. The Mean of Precisions, Recalls, and F1-Scores from All Runs

Result
Vireo@1000
MediaMill@1000
Waseda_Meisei@1000
W2VV++@1000
Vireo@AVG
MediaMill@AVG
Waseda_Meisei@AVG
W2VV++@AVG
Non-free-to-play
Free-to-play

Mean of Precisions
0.0705
0.1294
0.1373
0.1509
0.2094
0.2317
0.4133
0.4052
0.7238
0.8148

Mean of Recalls
0.2012
0.3638
0.3745
0.4027
0.0726
0.0806
0.1201
0.1011
0.1981
0.2304

Mean of F1-Scores
0.1004
0.1811
0.1909
0.2080
0.1030
0.1146
0.1788
0.1554
0.2767
0.3259

query 531 on average. Limited by key-frame-based browsing, inspection of activities also tends to
be more time consuming. For example, query 546, which is about “a male person falling down,”
requires cross-referencing from key-frames to video display for confirmation of the activity. As a
result, there are only 22 submissions for query 546 on average. For non-free-to-play, the number
of submissions is also correlated to retrieval performance of automatic run. For example, query
540 has 244 relevant segments among the top 1,000 submissions of the automatic run. The bestperforming participant manages to submit 134 out of the 244 relevant segments. Furthermore, the
participant identifies an additional 209 relevant segments not provided by the automatic search.
In contrast, query 534 has no relevant segment in the automatic run. Consequently, the most dedicated performer manages to submit 53 segments, and none of these segments are relevant.
Table 2 shows the retrieval performances of automatic and interactive runs. In the interactive
run, the user submits rather than ranks the relevant segments. Therefore, the metrics of mean
average precision (MAP) and xinfMAP [72] are not applicable here. Following the TRECVid
convention [5], we assume that automatic runs can submit up to 1,000 segments. In the interactive
run, nevertheless, the average number of submissions, over 40 participants and 15 queries, is only
87. Hence, we also present the result of automatic runs at the depth of “AVG,” where “AVG” refers
to the average number of submissions for a query in the two interactive runs. The precision and
recall of a query that an interactive run attains are calculated based on the mean performance of
users who answer the query.
It is observed that the best performance belongs to the W2VV++ run at the search depth of
1,000 among the automatic and semi-automatic runs. The advantage of the W2VV++ model comes
from two main points. First, encoding the textual description in multiple semantic levels benefits the model to learn an effective representation of the video description. Second, the training
data includes videos and their descriptions, which narrate not only the objects of interest but also
their visual attributes and activities. In contrast, the concept selection method of Vireo focuses on
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Fig. 5. Scatter plot showing recall versus precision of different runs. Each dot represents the performance of
a run on a query.

word-to-word matching, which does not capture query context, and the concept bank contains
mainly objects and activities but not the attributes. The MediaMill team combines the conceptbased approach with the embedding approach named VideoStory. However, VideoStory presents
the video as a term vector for matching, and the term vector is limited by the word dictionary of the
system. As a consequence, the MediaMill run performs better than Vireo but is outperformed by
W2VV++. The semi-automatic run of Waseda_Meisei ranks second. This favorable performance
is contributed by the broad coverage of words in the concept bank and the manual query manipulation. To summarize, the performances of automatic and semi-automatic runs are consistent
with the TRECVID-AVS evaluation, and the W2VV++ model is the state-of-the-art approach in
automatic search.
As shown in Table 2, while the precisions of automatic and semi-automatic runs are significantly improved at the depth of “AVG,” their recalls drop considerably. This basically implies
that a large portion of relevant segments from these runs are not ranked high. Figure 8 shows
the distributions of true positives in the submissions of MediaMill@1000, W2VV++@1000, and
Waseda_Meisei@1000, respectively. The interactive runs exhibit nearly two times of the best performance of automatic and semi-automatic runs in both precision and recall. It is worth noting
that the free-to-play run bets on the limited vocabulary in the concept bank of Vireo, and the
non-free-to-play run is based on the automatic run of MediaMill. Without restrictions in query
formulation, the free-to-play run claims the best performance. The result indicates that a novice
user using a moderate interactive video search system can outplay the top automatic video search
systems given an appropriate extent of time.
Figure 5 shows the scatter plot of recall versus precision for 15 queries by six different runs.
Automatic runs offer better recall when the search depth is at 1,000, while interactive runs are
superior in terms of precision. The results are clearly visible when dividing the plot into quarters.
The dots (or query performances) generated by interactive runs are mostly cluttered in the lowerright quarter. In contrast, the dots from other runs disperse throughout the left division of the
plot. The distribution of dots gives a clue that interactive runs offer relatively stable performance
compared to automatic and semi-automatic runs. In the interactive runs, most queries do not reach
the recall level of 0.5 due to the time limit imposed in the study. Query 532 is the only exception
due to the fact that using a single keyword “snowmobile” manages to retrieve more than 50% of
the true positives. Automatic and semi-automatic runs, on the other hand, mostly do not surpasses
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Fig. 6. Retrieval performances of semi-automatic, automatic, and interactive runs.

the precision beyond 50%, although they achieve a recall rate of more than 50% for a few queries.
There are four queries, i.e., 531, 533, 540, 551, where the F1-scores are better than interactive runs.
The performances of these queries are contributed by W2VV++.
Figure 6 compares the recall, precision, and F1-score of different runs, with the search depth
of automatic runs set at “AVG.” Due to the same search depth, the results can be objectively compared. Free-to-play consistently has higher recall and precision across all 15 queries compared with
automatic runs. Despite being provided with the search results of the MediaMill run, non-free-toplay does not show a performance edge. In query 534, for example, the results are overwhelmed
with video segments of “a man wearing a suit” but not “behind a podium at the outdoor during
daytime.” As a consequence, users need to painstakingly search through the irrelevant videos to
find objects such as “podium.” A note is that the runs employing concept-based search will rely
on the accuracy of the “podium” detector. Unfortunately, the training examples of podium available in ImageNet are dominated by images with complete podium scenes. Hence, the detector is
relatively poor in retrieving segments with a partial view of a podium. Using large vocabulary
size, such as the strategy adopted by Waseda_Meisei, is a practical way to smooth out the negative
impact of under-performing detectors. The concept-free approach, W2VV++, also performs well
in this query due to the availability of captions regarding podiums in the video training datasets.
Comparing free and non-free-to-play runs, there is no significant difference in terms of recall.
In other words, introducing automatic search to provide initial results for users to inspect does not
show an advantage over users starting the search from scratch by manual query formulation. In the
case where automatic search retrieves near-miss segments, such as query 534 (i.e., person wearing
suit but not behind podium or talking), the result could mislead users to spend time exploring the
content of irrelevant videos. In some cases, participants mistakenly submit the near-miss segments
as true positives, resulting in overall lower precision of non-free-to-play runs. On the other hand,
when the automatic run presents merely irrelevant segments, users can quickly filter out these
segments by browsing key-frames. The retrieval rate might improve because more videos will be
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Fig. 7. The distribution of (a) relevant and (b) unique relevant video segments over queries.

inspected. In short, retrieving near-miss segments for users to inspect generally results in worse
performance than retrieving apparently irrelevant segments.
Nevertheless, queries 550 and 555 are two exceptions where near-miss is leveraged as seed for
further search exploration. In query 550 (“a map indoor”), the automatic run returns many false
positives with “a map” occupying the entire frame. The videos of these segments are usually about
interviews or weather forecasts, with scenes interleaving between a map and a person standing
beside a map. Thanks to the compact mode that animates multiple key-frames within a video
during mouse hovering, users can quickly segregate true positives from near-miss segments. In
query 555 (“holding or opening briefcase”), the retrieved segments contain only a static view of
“briefcase.” However, users are able to identify the moment when the briefcase is held or opened
in the same videos. As a result, a significant boost in retrieval rate is attained.
To have a further understanding of the performance comparison of two interactive runs, the
number of correct submissions and the number of unique submissions in the submission pool
are plotted in Figure 7. The number of distinct submissions of a run is defined by the number of
relevant submissions that are contributed by the run itself but not the other five runs. In general,
all the novice users in the free-to-play run can discover 77.86% of the ground truth on average
among the queries, while it is 60.86% in the non-free-to-play run.
From the chart, we notice that the numbers of unique submissions of the Vireo@1000 are mostly
0. It is not a surprise because the free-to-play run and the Vireo@1000 use the same concept bank.
The free-to-play run contributes more unique samples for most of the queries, especially 550, 557,
and 534. These queries either require common-sense reasoning (query 550) or involve a number
of entities in complex logical combination (query 557) or spatial relation (query 534). The state-ofthe-art concept-based and concept-free approaches are incompetent in answering these queries.
It is essential to have a high-precision-driven run to provide initial search results for users to
explore. As shown in Figure 8, the distribution of true positives becomes sparser when moving
from easy to difficult queries. In the case of the MediaMill run, non-free-to-play users generally
do not reach the search depth of 1,000 for result inspection due to time limits. It is interesting
to note that non-free-to-play users manage to contribute unique submissions despite only being
allowed to explore the search list. This is attributed to the design of the browsing interface, which
allows efficient exploration of video content at different levels of granularities. Specifically, the user
inspects the full list of key-frames at the temporal context view to locate true positives missed
in the initial search list. One example is query 539 (“an adult person running in a city street”),
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Fig. 8. The distribution of true positives for the submissions of (a) MediaMill@1000, (b) W2VV++@1000, and
(c) Waseda@1000. Each row depicts a rank list of a query, with search items sorted in descending order from
left to right. The black bar indicates true positives, while the dark blue area shows the search depth or “AVG”
of a query.

where the true positives include videos of people evacuating from the World Trade Center in the
September 11 attack. As the videos are shaky and the scenes are blurry, only a few segments are
retrieved by the automatic run. Users, nevertheless, can swiftly locate the missing true positives
by glancing through the key-frames of these videos.
4.2

The Query Formulation

The process of query formulation can be briefly summarized in three steps. First, the user attends
to the most informative concept of a query. For example, in query 532 (“driving snowmobiles in
the snow”), “snowmobile” is used by all users versus “snow,” which is used by only four users (see
Table 3). The search performance heavily depends on the accuracy of the classifier corresponding
to an informative concept. In case informative words are not obvious (e.g., query 531) or the performance is not satisfactory (e.g., query 540), the second step that the user adopts is attempting either
fine-grained or abstract concepts. For example, in query 540 (“vegetable and/or fruit”), concepts
such as “pineapple” and “banana” are used to replace “fruit.” Similarly, in query 531 (“eating food
at a table indoors”), abstract concepts such as “dinner” and “restaurant” are used. In the third step,
the user browses the search results and starts exploring contextually relevant concepts as queries
when relevant items are found. In query 534, for example, the concepts “politician,” “government
leaders,” and “election campaign” are used to describe “a person wearing a suit talking behind the
podium outdoor.” Similarly in query 546, the concepts “soccer” and “professional boxing” are used
to describe “a male person falling down.” For both queries 534 and 546, these context-relevant
concepts are particularly effective in retrieving true positives.
The third step, i.e., using contextually relevant terms, is beyond the capability of automatic
search. There are 3 out of 15 queries where context significantly boosts the retrieval performance.
These concepts are not necessarily intuitive but are usually novel (e.g., “soccer” in query 546 and
“politician” in query 534) and dataset dependent. Hence, browsing plays an essential role in driving
users to discover the use of these peripheral concepts. In practice, the user search behavior can be
described as a process of trial-and-error. Browsing interface plays a role in efficiently presenting
the results in an organized way, such that users can decide to switch to new query words or
continue browsing to search for relevant items.
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Table 3. Examples of Selected Concepts in the User Study

Table 4. Examples of Selected Concepts in the Free-to-Play Run and the Automatic Run of Vireo

Table 4 contrasts the human- and machine-selected concepts, respectively, by the users of the
free-to-play run and Vireo system. As observed, there is at least one overlap between the selected
concepts. Nevertheless, the concepts picked by humans are more diverse and contextually relevant. On the other hand, the concepts picked by machines are relatively noisy. These concepts are
picked based on techniques such as partial match of phrase, ontology relatedness, and word2vec.
Noisy and irrelevant concepts are inevitably selected by ad hoc combination of candidate concepts proposed by various techniques. To restrict inclusion of noisy concepts, the strategy used
by VIREO@1000 is to restrict the selection to the five most relevant concepts. Nevertheless, such
strategy also results in critical concepts being accidentally pruned, such as “street” in query 539
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Table 5. The Frequency of Applying Boolean Operators to Combine Concepts

Query ID
537 532 551 540 533 550 557 542 531 544 536 539 534 555 546
Implicit AND 35 18 28 41 36 25 43 48 50 68 44 54 48 50 29
Explicit AND 5
0
2
0
4
4
1 59 2 12 11 3
1
4
0
OR
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
1
3
0
0
0
0
NOT
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

and “vegetables” in query 540. Humans are capable of performing common-sense reasoning to infer novel concepts beyond word matching. Furthermore, with the aid of video browsing, datasetdependent context can be leveraged for query formulation. In short, query understanding remains
as the most critical challenge of automatic search systems.
Despite that Boolean combination of concepts is useful for queries such as query 531, 533, 536,
539, and 544, they are not often explored by users. As shown in the statistics of Table 5, most
combinations involve only the AND operator. The frequent usage of AND is reasonable because
most queries search for co-occurrence of multiple concepts in a segment. One exception, nevertheless, is query 542. The system recommends different types of airplanes as query concepts, which
supposedly should be connected by OR. Surprisingly, the participants combine them using AND.
After all, the operator OR is rarely used except in the queries where the word “or” is explicitly
mentioned (e.g., queries 450, 557, 544). The operator NOT has never been applied despite being
useful to exclude unexpected segments, such as using “NOT aquarium” in query 542 to filter out
items with a blue background.
4.3 The Search Strategy
As the way of understanding and formulating queries depends on various personal factors, we also
rank the participants based on their search performance. Figure 9 visualizes the typical patterns
of user search behavior on two queries. As shown, the F1-scores of participants vary dramatically.
A general observation is that a good performer focuses on query formulation within the first 30
seconds and then browses and submits results throughout the entire search session. This group of
participants switches to a new query quickly whenever the search results are not satisfactory. In
contrast, the participants who yield a poor F1-score struggle between query formulation and result
browsing. They tend to keep judging even when the results are not as expected. As a consequence,
query formulation tends to sparsely distribute throughout the search session. For example, the top
four performers of query 533 spend 21.25 seconds on average to finalize the query (see Figure 9),
and the selected concepts focus on the most important word from the query: “couch” (see Table 6).
In all the activities, 91.45% of time is spent on query-by-concept. On average, a query is updated
4.18 times and finalized at around 2 minutes and 30 seconds along the 6-minute search time-frame.
The best three performers, on average, update a query 4.02 times, versus 5.73 times for the poorest
three performers. A query is also finalized earlier by 1 minute 20 seconds on average by the three
best performers. Query 550 (“a map indoor”) shown in Figure 9 is an exception where query-byexample is more intensively used 22.8% of time. Most participants start by using concept “map”
or “maps” as the query. The retrieved segments are mostly key-frames with a map occupying the
entire frame, with no evidence indicating that the map is indoor. The best performer selects an
example with a reporter besides map as a query and starts finding more true-positive segments.
This case can be seen from Figure 9 and Table 6 in which the best user uses only one concept,
“reporters,” and spends 58.06% of the time on query-by-example.
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Fig. 9. Visualization of user search behavior in free-to-play run for (a) query 533 and (b) query 550. The
participants are ranked in descending order of F1-score. The behavior of a participant during the 6-minute
search timeframe is visualized in two parallel rows. The first row shows the searching and browsing activities,
where the red bar represents the time that a query by concepts is submitted, and blue and green backdrops
mean the duration spent on browsing the search results of query-by-concept and -example, respectively.
The second row shows the intensity of submissions, where the number of submissions in a timeframe is
proportional to the darkness as well as thickness of a bar. The lightest gray shade indicates no submission.

Figure 10 shows the numbers of true positives contributed using query-by-concept and
-example, respectively, from all the participants. Except for query 550, query-by-concept
contributes more true positives. It is worth notng that most positives contributed using queryby-example can also be found by concept search. Query-by-example rarely contributes unique
samples except in queries 540 and 550. In query 540, video segments containing plants with green
leaves are detected as “vegetables,” and the search result confuses the user. The user instead turns
to pick fruit-like vegetables (e.g., tomato) as concepts. Knowing that the result is always contaminated by green-leaved plants, the user switches to query-by-example whenever a true-positive
example is hunted during browsing. Similarly, for query 550, the description of a reporter standing
in front of or beside a map is infeasible to be expressed using concepts and Boolean combination.
Instead, query-by-example is a more intuitive way of searching provided that true positives are
revealed during browsing. In short, while query-by-concept contributes more to search performance, query-by-example plays a complementary role when the query is difficult to describe in
words (e.g., “a map indoor”) and to cluster relevant segments for rapid submission of positives.
In Figure 11, we visualize the F1-scores of the users on all the queries and sort the users in descending order of average F1-score. In general, the best-performing users consistently attain high
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Table 6. The List of Selected Concepts for (a) Query 533 and (b) Query 550

Fig. 10. The distributions of (a) true and (b) unique positives submitted using query-by-concept and queryby-example.

Fig. 11. The visualization of F1-scores of all users together with semi-automatic and automatic runs (with
the search depth at “AVG”) on all queries. The table is sorted top down in descending order of the average of
F1-scores from all the queries. The dark green color indicates the highest F1-score among the users, and it is
the opposite for the red color. The non-free-to-play queries are marked in gray. Forty users are divided into
two groups: (a) 20 users start with a non-free-to-play query, and (b) 20 users start with a free-to-play query.
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F1-scores for the majority of queries versus the not-so-good performers who are below average
for almost all queries. For most users, their performances are independent of search mode whether
using free-to-play or non-free-to-play. Only one exception, U12, is noticed, who performs significantly better in non-free-to-play than free-to-play. The user is particularly active in hunting for
true positives in the process of browsing. Nevertheless, due to frequently picking the wrong concepts, the user indeed spends time struggling between querying and browsing in the free-to-play
mode. It is observed that the run of Waseda_Meisei beats 10 users and W2VV++ beats 8 users.
Meanwhile, Vireo and MediaMill overtake only one user, and this user, U32, is inactive and rarely
interacts with the system in the study. After all, semi-automatic and automatic runs perform worse
than an average user giving a concept-based interactive search system with essential modules.
5

CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an extensive user study involving 40 participants to evaluate the gap between
interactive and automatic search. With tens of thousands of concept detectors available, the performance of automatic search fails to overtake interactive search. Within a proper duration, a user
with an elementary search tool can already surpass the state-of-the-art automatic concept-free
and concept-based search systems. The performance difference is significant considering that both
the retrieval precision and recall are more than double the reported result by W2VV++, the bestperforming automatic search. Although it is a general belief that automatic search provides “a good
starting point” for interactive search, our empirical study indicates that the “freedom” in query
formulation is worth more than a hybrid of automatic search and interactive browsing. In other
words, provision of automatic search results does not offer an apparent advantage over search from
scratch, where users can interactively formulate and refine the query. In our study, only 1 out of
40 users benefited from the provision of search results by an automatic run. A particularly interesting observation is about the near-miss search items provided by automatic search. Users often
need to spend time searching through a video to verify the near-miss items. The search leads to
locating true positives in some cases, but more often the efforts are in vain. Compared to irrelevant
search items that can be effortlessly skipped, near-miss examples can misguide users during navigation, resulting in an overall worse performance. Last but not least, search performance varies
considerably among the participants. However, within a participant, the performances are mostly
consistent over search modes and queries of different difficulties. The best-performing users generally begin search by trial-and-error query formulation till reaching a stage (either the search result
is satisfactory or gets stuck) and spend the remaining time browsing. Query-by-concept remains
the most frequent and convenient way of searching for all users. Queries are mostly formulated
without involvement of Boolean combination. Query-by-example plays the supporting role when
the information need is difficult to be expressed in words.
In short, despite the variabilities in user factors and query difficulty levels, the study basically
suggests that the current automatic search, even with the manual selection of concepts in one
round, cannot match the performance of interactive search. Video browsing remains an essential
function to provide the immediate feedback of search results, such that users can modify the query
on the spot with ease. It has been observed in several cases that, leveraging on the feedback,
users manage to formulate queries with “out-of-the-box” concepts and achieve significantly better
performance than automatic search. In general, query and context understanding remains to be
the vital problem of automatic search. A sub-optimal search performance, i.e., a result mixed of
true positives and near-miss examples, may not be helpful to users and instead can hurt the user
experience. The effect of providing sub-optimal performance may not be better than providing a
lower-quality result in terms of xinfMAP.
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Finally, the article does not consider a number of issues that are worth further studying. First,
the non-free-to-play is experimented on top of the best reported result in TRECVid on the year
when the queries were evaluated. We have no study of whether the search performance and user
experience can be boosted if the automatic run is replaced by a more powerful search technique,
for example, W2VV++. Second, we do not experiment the case where users can switch between
free-to-play and non-free-to-play. Specifically, the freedom to either search from scratch or stick
to inspect the result provided by automatic runs, or any combination of them, is not explored in
this article. Third, the impact of the user interface towards search performance is not evaluated.
For example, the zig-zag order of browsing search results may not be optimal. We refer readers
to the recent studies [36, 37] that assess different interactive systems, including ours, in the live
demonstration of the video browser showdown.
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